
Appendix C

Harwich Shorts Short Film Submissions and Synopsis with Content advice 

Film Name Filmmaker Notes Suggested 
Classification 

Disconnected Sophie Max Contains Severe Threat, implied violcence and themes of domestic 
abuse.  
A short film written and directed by Sophie Max and filmed entirely 
on Zoom. During the COVID-19 lockdown, Tara (Erin Elkin) calls her 
sister Sam (Cate Johannessen) and her Dad (Ian Laing), but the 
conversation takes a turn none of them expected. 

PG 

Boudicas Lament Essex 100 
Publications/Andrew 
Summers 

Contains Oral Accounts of Flogging and Abuse, Ransacking of Cities 
etc… artists images of dead soliders.  A short film imagining the 
narrative from Boudica about the uprising against the Romans in 
AD60. 

PG 

Chimera 2020 Larain Briggs The Aletheia Art Collective was formed to create Chimera: 2020; a 
visual and audio response - melding past, present and future - to the 
Coronavirus. Its central theme is the existential suffering the artists 
shared and witnessed due to loss of autonomy, connectedness and 
temporality; thoughts of dying, death and the uncertainty inherent in 
adjusting to life during a pandemic.  Covid continues to impact the 
collective psyche.   

PG 

Dino Danger Noah Jewell Contains Scenes of mild threat.  
A Boy gets more than he bargained for whilst doing his chores.  

PG 

Isolated Daryl Jewell/Cave Demon Contains Scenes of severe threat, strong language and horror   A 
routine shift for an iridium haulier takes an unexpected turn. 

PG 

I Don't Care The Penny Antics The self-made music video for the song ‘I Don’t Care’ – one of the singles 
from the ‘NOT(e)WORTHY’ EP by The Penny Antics.  

PG 



Appendix C

The White Butterfly Ideas Hub/Shane 
Ibbs 

  Contains Descriptions of Death A thought-provoking tale set in Japan 
that discusses one man's journey to death and what that means for 
him and those around him. Everyone's experience of death is unique. 
Does this raise any emotions and thoughts for you? Let us know. To 
find out more about the Dying Matters In Essex Partnership visit 
(huunuu.info/dyingmattersinessex). For support about any issues 
raised contact Healthwatch Essex -( healthwatchessex email) 
A story by Shane Ibbs, produced in collaboration with huunuu and 
the Ideas Hub, Chelmsford as part of the Dying Matters In Essex 
Partnership and thanks to an Awards for All grant from the National 
Lottery 

PG 

Do Not Avert Your Eyes Christian Fairhall-Smith  Contians Flashing Imagery An avant-garde collage of footage from 
various events in late 2019. An overstimulating two-minute burst of 
light and colour. A portrait of a world that was soon to be ripped 
away. 

U 

A Bright Idea Harry Self Stop Motion Animation created by Harry Self during Lockdown.  PG 
Tommy Darby John Charles McAllister Contains lyrics about the death of a young boy and the recovery of his 

body. IMAGES PIXLEATED AND MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR 
SCREENING  An Ilustrated Song - Tommy Darby - A Boy know to the 
filmaker who drowned whilst walking on the ice canal in 1962. The song 
writer witnessed the recovery of the body - with the story told in the song.  

PG 


